‘Integration Matters’
December 2020
Keeping you informed about Health and Social Care Integration in Angus

Gail Smith, Interim Chief Officer

Welcome to the Christmas edition of Integration Matters,
which will keep you updated on the latest news about the
Angus Health and Social Care Partnership.
As the end of a year draws near it is the time to reflect and acknowledge
all the work and achievements of Angus Health and Social Care
Partnership. There is no doubt that 2020 has been a unique year with new
and unprecedented challenges for us all to face both at work and at
home. We have all had concerns and worries but one of the positive
results of the pandemic is that we have come to realise the things that
really matter in our lives.
When I became Interim Chief Officer at the beginning of this year I could
not have predicted the organisational challenges we were about to face
together in 2020 due to COVID-19. We have found ourselves working in
unchartered grounds which required us to find new ways of working
Gail Smith
together. Many of you have had to work in different ways and connect
Interim Chief Officer
together from a distance on a virtual level. We have experienced the
impact that the lack of a full service provision has had on our service users
and families and, there is no doubt, it has been a difficult journey. I am pleased that we are
continuing to resume services whilst adhering to national guidelines.
I would like to thank the communities of Angus
who rely on the support and services that we
provide. You have shown great patience in
what has proven to be a difficult year. I would
also like to recognise the work of all the un-paid
carers at home and acknowledge their
tremendous work and dedication, especially
during this pandemic.
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Angus has always been proud of its partnership working. I would like to
take this opportunity to thank all of our partner organisations without
whose support our journey would be much more difficult. I am particularly
pleased that this edition of Integration Matters casts a spotlight on our
Independent Care Providers who carry out such an important role.
I am very proud to lead Angus Health and Social Care Partnership and
work with such a hard working, dedicated and committed workforce. The
invaluable work that is undertaken by everyone in Angus Health and
Social Care Partnership, in Primary Care, in our Care Homes, by Care
Providers, unpaid carers and Independent and Third Sector organisations
and all volunteers, to name but a few, have been appreciated more
than ever this year.
I know that many of you will be working over this festive period making
sure essential services are maintained and want you to know how
grateful I am to you all.
It is important that we recognise that sadly some people will have lost
loved ones during 2020 and I would like to send my condolences to
anyone who has experienced loss this year. If this is you, I know that this
time of year will be particularly difficult but I hope you find some happy
memories to comfort you.
While Christmas will be different this year for many of us, the joy and
hopefulness of the season feels particularly important this year. We are
likely to be connecting with families and friends in a different way this year
and I wish you a very happy and safe holiday season. I am looking
forward to the opportunities that lie ahead and to a positive new year in
2021.

Gail Smith
Interim Chief Officer
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First Contact Physiotherapy Service
Development
First Contact Physiotherapy Service Development for Patients with
a GP Practice in Angus
The First Contact Physiotherapy (FCP) service started initially in Brechin Health
Centre in early 2016. Following the publication of the new GP contract in
2017, a Tayside Implementation Plan was agreed over a 3 year period, to be
completed by the end of March 2021 and funded from the new contract.
If you have a new muscle, back or joint problem you can now phone your
GP practice and ask for an appointment with the Physiotherapist. The
receptionist should be able to give you an appointment either on the day or
within a few days of you making contact.

Alison Reid, Clinical Lead
Physiotherapist demonstrates a Nearme consultation with colleague Karen
Wallace

In response to the current COVID-19 pandemic, in order to support general
practice further, a decision was made to roll out FCP ahead of schedule and
is now available to all GP practices in Angus. The service has had to adapt to
the situation and move to a virtual method of service delivery utilising both
telephone and video consultations via the Near Me platform. We have
been, when necessary, continuing to bring patients into the departments
when a face to face consultation is required, utilising PPE as advised.

Patients are given a 20 minute appointment and we will phone them on their
chosen contact number. We do ask that patients are not driving or
undertaking any other tasks that require their attention when we speak to
them on the phone as we may need them to do try out some movements or exercises to help assess the
problem.
The Physiotherapist has access to GP patient records and will record the outcome of this consultation
straight into the patient’s record, so that the GP has access to the information provided. Following
assessment, the Physiotherapist can arrange for investigations, if these are necessary and can also refer
patients onto other services if this is needed. In every case, the Physiotherapist will provide the patient with
advice on self-management and will explain any exercises that may help. Any exercises suggested can be
emailed or mailed out to the patient if they wish.

DID YOU KNOW?
Since the 16th March 2020 until 16th September 2020 we have:



Assessed 3,155 Angus patients with Musculo-skeletal
problems
203 patients did not answer the telephone when we called
them

What Patients have said about the FCP service
“Phoned when they said they would.
Relaxed phone manner. Got straight to the
point. Seemed to understand where I was
coming from. Email sent immediately. Email
straight forward and easy to follow. An
excellent service. Thank you.”

“This service via phone call is so
much more convenient and so
much quicker than waiting for a
face to face appointment. Having
the option of a face to face
further down the line is also good
to know, if the need arises.”

“As an initial point of contact the phone
consultation was excellent.”
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“Extremely helpful from calling
my doctor to being told I could
self referral to a physio, to
have a telephone conversation
to be explained I need further
treatment. Then being offered
face to face - all procedures
explained due to COVID-19, to
getting actual treatment, fully
listened to, explained to.”

December 2020

NHS Tayside STAR Awards 2020 &
Scottish Health Awards: Angus Winners
The NHS Tayside STAR Awards offer staff and the
public a chance to nominate an individual, service
or team for delivering outstanding patient care or
going the extra mile in their job.
Morag, an Allied Health Professional manager in Angus Heath and Social Care
Partnership, was nominated for the Unsung Hero STAR award for her work with
the Midwifery Education Programme. Morag participates in monthly
education sessions sharing her story and perspective on pregnancy, birth and
death following the death of her son Ethan in 2016. Morag delivers these
sessions openly and honestly, discussing the importance of creating
opportunities for families to talk about their babies who have died, supporting
the difficult conversations, the impact of memory making, personalising care,
and acknowledging the babies as part of the family. The midwives
undergoing the training have provided feedback that overwhelmingly
demonstrates how valuable Ethan's story is in shaping midwifery practice.
Morag has said, "I am honoured to receive this award as part of Ethan's legacy. It means so much to
our family and the fact that we are helping shape the future of bereavement care for the families of
Tayside is very special indeed."

The Scottish Health Awards, which were held
virtually this year due to the Coronavirus
pandemic, are for those working across NHS
Scotland and its partners. The awards are run
by NHS Scotland and the Scottish Government
and recognise those that go that extra mile to
improve the health and wellbeing of others.
Ashley McGee, Clinical Support Worker for Speech and Language Therapy won the top prize in the
Support Worker Award. Despite having to shield due to COVID-19, Ashley continued to work with her
elderly patients virtually throughout lockdown.
Ashley said, “I’m absolutely delighted to have won this award. It is great to be
recognised and appreciated for doing something that I truly love.
“Working with people who have communication problems became even
more important during the pandemic as social isolation had a huge impact on
their lives and their communication. Through the development of welfare calls I
was able to keep in touch, signpost, answer questions and reassure patients to
help reduce any stress or anxiety.”
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Angus Carers - Unpaid Carers Update
“If you are caring for someone, it can often feel like you are on your own.
Angus Carers Centre is able to offer support to suit carers’ individual needs.
Sometimes you might just need a chat on the phone to talk to somebody
who knows what you're going through, or if more help is required we can
set up more structured support plans to help you”
Are you working with family members, friends and neighbours who look after the person you are
supporting? They may be an unpaid carer. They may be a parent, a partner, a son or daughter, a sister
or brother or friend to someone who needs their support as a result of their illness, condition or disability.

It is now even easier to get in
touch with us by visiting our
new website
www.anguscarers.org.uk.
We have a ‘request support’
button. All we need is the
name, telephone number
and postcode of the person
who is requesting support and
an email address if that is
available. We will then give
you a call to start your carers
support journey.
What are the main supports we can give you whilst the COVID-19 current restrictions are in place?
Telephone and Video Conferencing Befriending.
1:1 Welfare Calls
Emergency Planning & Emergency Card for Carers
Monthly e-bulletins (online activities for carers, including updates on financial support &
welfare benefits)
Counselling
Bereavement Support
Self-Care Programme
Referral to PPE HUB
Info on Limited Short Breaks and Respitality Options
Young Carers online & community based activities & community Befriending
Parent Carer & Substance Misuse Carer Support (access to closed Facebook page for carers)
Volunteer Opportunities with us
All tailored to individual carer needs
The “Carer Referral Pathway” agreed by the Angus Carers Strategic Partnership Group will help guide
families on how to get the best support for them.
√ Where do I go to if I have a general enquiry about what is available to carers locally?
√ Where do I go to if I need specific advice / support regarding my caring role?
√ Where do I go to in a crisis or emergency?
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Angus Unpaid Carer Information & Advice
Referral Pathway
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Oral Nutrition Support (ONS) Team News

NHS Tayside’s Oral Nutritional Supplement Redesign
Team was named Community Professional of the
Year 2020 at the Complete Nutrition (CN) Awards.
The CN Awards recognise excellence and
achievement in clinical, medical and health nutrition.
They celebrate individuals, groups and organisations
that have gone above and beyond, making a
positive contribution and significant difference to the
nutrition profession.
The Community Professional of the Year Award recognises a person or team that has gone above and
beyond what is expected of them in their day-to-day role.
The Oral Nutritional Supplement Redesign Team picked up the award for their work focusing on care
home patients with dietary issues. Patients are referred to the service by care home staff. The patient is
then assigned a dietitian who decides the best form of treatment for the individual and if nutritional
supplements are required. Patients are then monitored by their carers who relay information back to the
team to keep them informed.
Dr Janet Baxter, Nutrition Support Service Lead, nominated the team. She said, “I am absolutely
delighted that the team has been recognised for the award.
“They really put the patient at the centre of everything they do, working alongside care home staff to
improve the lives of residents throughout Tayside. They have all worked extremely hard to deliver this
service and I look forward to seeing it continue to be developed.”
Ivan Cornford, Angus Local Integration Lead commented “This has certainly speeded up the process of
obtaining supplies for the home. We are finding there is much less waste now that products are not
individually labelled. We are really pleased with this new way of working”

Tayside Prescribing Strategy 2020-2023
Dr Alison Clement, Associate Medical Director, Angus Health and Social Care Partnership said
“This is a new, exciting and evolving approach to prescribing, placing people at the centre of decisions
about their care. Now is the time to put the strategy into action, with a continued focus on safety, quality
and best value. We will be aligning our resources to best meet the needs of individuals, including
providing alternatives to a prescription for many conditions. We now have peer support workers for
people experiencing mental health and wellbeing problems in every General Practice. Physiotherapy
advice is now available for people experiencing muscle problems. This is only the beginning of the
journey.........”
The Tayside Prescribing Strategy 2020-2023 can be found on the Angus Health & Social Care Partnership
website within the ‘Who We Are’ section followed by Publications:- https://www.angushscp.scot/wpcontent/uploads/2020/12/Tayside-Prescribing-Strategy-v1.0-Final-Oct2020.pdf
‘Integration Matters’
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National Power of Attorney Campaign
Angus Health and Social Care Partnership participated in a range of activities to promote National Power
of Attorney (PoA) Day on Wednesday 25 November. The PoA campaign is funded by HSCPs across
Scotland and encourages people to think ahead while they have the power to make decisions that will
protect them, their family and those they care about should they ever lose capacity to make decisions
for themselves. For more information, visit www.mypowerofattorney.org.uk

The Chief Officers for Angus, Dundee and Perth and Kinross Health and Social Care Partnerships have
voiced support of the nationwide campaign – and urged people to think ahead.
No-one wants to consider a situation where they cannot make decisions for themselves, and we all
hope that this will not be required. For most people this is true. However, unfortunate life-changing
events can occur. It could be an accident, a head injury, a stroke or an ongoing progressive illness,
which causes individuals to lose the capacity to look after their own affairs.
Every year thousands of people across Scotland lose capacity. The only way you can plan for your
future is to appoint someone with Power of Attorney. If you are in hospital, a care environment or even
your own home, no one can act for you – pay bills, manage your welfare or make key decisions unless
you have made your plan.
Think and act now: If ill health or an accident means you can’t make decisions for yourself, who do
you want to make them for you?
The national campaign, which has included a range of radio and television adverts, also tackles
myths, including the misconception that if a person loses capacity they can rely on members of their
family act on their behalf. Unfortunately, unless an individual PoA has been arranged, this is not the
case.
If a person has not granted powers in advance, and the person loses the capacity to make their own
decisions, then the courts have to appoint someone to be their Guardian. There are mechanisms by
which family members can apply to be granted these powers after someone has lost capacity, but
can be a long and expensive process and requires a court hearing.
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To Absent Friends Festival
Angus Health and Social Care Partnership collaborated with Angus Creative Minds and Forfar Action of
Churches Together to host an Absent Friends Festival event on Thursday 5th November.
To Absent Friends Festival is a national event and gives people an opportunity to remember, to tell stories,
to celebrate and reminisce about people we love who have died.
As part of a pilot project, people from Forfar and surrounding areas were invited to share written or verbal
stories about someone who had died. Local artists from Angus Creative Minds used images and pictures
to symbolise each story.
Gail Smith Interim Chief Officer, Angus Health and Social Care Partnership said:
"Tonight has been an extremely special and valuable evening. I feel very privileged to have had the
opportunity to be part of the Absent Friends Festival. I love the artwork and the quote “If you look to the
sunshine the shadows will always fall behind.”
Rev. Elaine Garman, St John’s Church, Forfar said:
" Such a privilege to be part of people sharing their memories of loved ones and how they have been so
creatively interpreted by local artists.”
To view the short film, please go to the news section of Angus Health & Social Care Partnership website.
https://vimeo.com/477952821/35efdec0d0
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Flu Vaccination Update

Staff across Angus have supported delivery of a very successful flu immunisation campaign over a
condensed time period and we are immensely grateful for their efforts.
Patient vaccines have been delivered as a collaborative approach in partnership with general
practices, HSCP staff and staff within Out Patients. Community nurses have played a key role in the
delivery of vaccination to Care Homes and the housebound. The childhood immunisation teams and
midwifery services have delivered services to their patient groups. Voluntary Action Angus have
coordinated and provided large numbers of volunteers to support patient flow within the flu clinics and
provide a welcoming face to patients on arrival.
Staff vaccination has been supported by a team of peer vaccinators within staff groups and also
dedicated clinics within Out Patients. Community pharmacies have also supported social care staff
vaccination.
If staff have not yet had their vaccination, they are encouraged to have it. NHS staff should call 01241
822527 between 0830 and 1700 Monday-Friday to book an appointment in one of the Angus OPD
Clinics, taking their consent form to the appointment with them (available on Staffnet to download and
was previously issued via line managers). Colleagues delivering frontline social care services should
access the vaccination via community pharmacy wherever possible, taking their letter of eligibility
shared via their managers and their name badge (where they have one) with them. Where community
pharmacy cannot support, all staff delivering frontline social care services in Angus can also access the
vaccination through the Angus NHS Staff clinics by calling the number above.
Latest data from 14 December 2020:





1240 (77%) Angus HSCP staff have been vaccinated
83% uptake by over 65’s in Angus
57% of Angus residents under 65 years who are in the
‘at risk’ cohort have been vaccinated

Rhona Guild, Primary Care Manager/Long Term Conditions Lead said:
“‘We would like to thank all staff for the incredible efforts made to deliver the flu vaccination
programme in challenging conditions, given the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic. The collaborative
model of delivery across Angus has worked very well and received very positive feedback from
patients. The timescales within which the majority of vaccines have been delivered and the uptake
rates achieved are commendable. We would encourage all eligible staff to have their flu vaccineit’s not too late!”
Please look out for updates about the roll out of the COVID-19 Vaccination Programme.
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Housing First Service

What is Housing First?
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Designed to meet the needs of individuals who
require significant levels of support
Generally, targeted for those who experienced
repeated homelessness, repeated failed tenancies
with health and social issues such as mental health,
substance use and offending behaviour
Housing is provided first rather than later
Enables someone to live in their own home in the
community
Looks to improve health, wellbeing and social
networks of homeless individuals
Works well for those who are hard to reach, less
integrated into society and mainstream services
Must be aware that whilst it is designed for those with
high end complex needs it may not be suitable for all

HOUSING FIRST
SERVICE
CONTACT:
The team will be available to
provide an overview of the
service and referral process to
any teams / services that are
interested and want to find out
more about Housing First.
Please contact via the email
below to book a session:
HomelessnessSupport
@angus.gov.uk

Meet the team

I have been supporting individuals in a variety of settings from rough sleepers, hostels,
long term prisoners in open prisons and prisoners in maximum security prison. My
background – Outreach Development Worker, Hostel Development Worker,
Substance Misuse Case Worker, Social Prescribing Link Worker and Health
Improvement Practitioner.
I’m passionate about supporting individuals to achieve their potential and I’m
looking forward to being part of an exciting new service and making it a success,
particularly for the individuals at the heart of it.

Helen Wilson
As a Personal Development Mentor, I found myself working with offenders of
varying ages, supporting them to find help with mental health, substance use
and integrating back into society. However, it was helping them find a safe and
secure place to live that I felt most passionately about having overcome my
own struggles with substance use, poor mental health, homelessness, rough
sleeping and emergency accommodation. I know how important the feeling of
having a home is to improve the quality of life.
My aim is that the Housing First service will help those people who have always
struggled to find that security, through intense support and strong relationship of
trust, to find somewhere they can call their home.

Randy Valentine

What to expect
As the Housing First Service is a pilot project, there is limited capacity for referrals. Our focus is targeting
those who have multiple high complex needs, are hard to reach, not engaging with services and are
homeless or have a history of failed tenancies. Housing First is not designed for those who already have
a pathway into housing and are engaging well with a range of services and it may not be a suitable
solution for all. Referrals will be discussed by a panel of professionals from Angus Health & Social Care
Partnership and Angus Council. Where referrals have been rejected, advice and assistance will be
given on possible solutions and supports.
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Care at Home in Angus

An Insight to Care at Home in Angus from Pauline Reid, Senior Planning
Officer, Angus HSCP
In June 2020 I took up the role as Senior Planning Officer (Strategic Partner Relations) within Angus Health
and Social Care Partnership. A key part of my job is working closely with the Care at Home providers in
developing the already productive relationships we have developed over the years.
In Angus, approximately 98% of Care at Home is delivered by external providers. For the week beginning
14 December 2020, approximately 10,205 hours of personal care was delivered to 1,095 service users.
There are 20 Care at Home providers delivering services to the most vulnerable people in the community.
They have continued to provide these services throughout the pandemic.
The past 10 months have been extremely difficult and there have been many challenges which providers
have had to face, namely acquiring stocks of PPE, reassuring service users/families as well as your own
staff, services being suspended/cancelled, managing staff absences and the constant changes to
national guidance.
What is evident is a real willingness amongst providers to work together to ensure that service users are
able to get home from hospital, relieving pressure from Angus Health and Social Care Partnership’s
Enablement and Response Teams and most importantly ensuring that our service users are able to
continue to stay at home.
The role of a carer has been heightened over the last 10 months. So what has it been like being a carer?
We asked a carer from one of our providers to answer some questions.


What made you become a carer? “It was always my goal to be helpful and supportive. So
choosing a role as a carer was an obvious path.”



What do you enjoy most about your role? “The most precious moments I will always cherish is when
I make my clients smile. Knowing that I’m making their lives easier is one of the best things about
being a support worker for the elderly.”



How long have you been a carer? “I started working in care back in 2018 when I was only 17.”



What will you remember most about being a carer during the pandemic? “The worst memory I
have was seeing empty streets while driving to my clients and I will remember that the most. I will
never forget how scared I was about my family who were shielding, but I couldn’t leave my clients
alone without support.”



Tell us something about yourself “I’m a young and passionate individual who chose to work in
social care to build my skills and develop my career, which is to focus on making a change and
helping people.”

Cont’d.....
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We asked service users about the care they had received over the past few months.
“Having someone to vent to helped ease tensions”
“Support has been 100% helpful”
“Staff were good at providing information; giving out leaflets was helpful”
“Emotional support has been important; I felt I could talk to staff”
“If I didn't have help I would not have been able to get my shopping as I don't have any internet
access”
“Support has been very helpful; staff have been a great help”
“I appear on the outside as though I am coping but I sometimes feel I am suffering mentally”
“Staff have been great at helping out”

A few quotes from staff
Staff Member – Support Worker

Staff Member – Support Worker

“Personally, I have felt lucky to be able to get out
and about continuing to work. Yes at times I have
felt tired, but the chat in service users’ homes has
been great. A lot of the service users have felt lucky
to have carers coming in because we are bringing in
the news and updates from outside. I even was able
to skip the Tesco queue (it was the whole length of
the car park, the trolley lad knew I was a carer), the
manager on the door started clapping, it was a nice
touch, I had a wee red face and almost cried!”

“Our staffs’ flexibility and
adaptation of services has met
folks’ needs and kept them safe
during the ongoing pandemic
and restrictions. i.e. going
shopping for individuals. We are
a small staffed team who work
together with service users and
others to lessen the effects of the
restrictions and are happy to do
so.”

Staff Member – Manager

“Our staff team has worked extremely hard to ensure our core services are covered and
have taken on additional duties to ensure the individuals we support are looked after. Most
of the individuals we support have been in the shielding group so have had limited
opportunity to socialise as they usually would – this has had a significant impact on their
mental wellbeing. I believe that the staff have provided reassurance, company and a
giggle, as well as delivering their usual high quality support and care.
We have had no staff absences through COVID-19 and no individuals we support have
contracted this awful virus, so we have been very fortunate.”
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A Message from Angus Practices & GPs

Angus Practices and GPs would like to raise awareness about the following:


GP practices in Angus remain open for business and additional safety measures have been put
into place to safeguard patients, staff and visitors.



Patient attendances at practices are carefully screened and spaced. Patients are asked to wear
masks and not attend their appointments early. Alcohol gel for staff and patients, PPE and more
intense cleaning processes are routine in clinical settings.



Practices have embraced and adapted to working remotely and are back to seeing pre
pandemic numbers of patients remotely as well as face to face.



GPs have continued to provide acute care and medication prescribing services to their patients
throughout the COVID-19 pandemic and technology has allowed them to also continue to
provide remote and face to face support to their housebound and their patients and colleagues
in care homes.



Practices are successfully remobilising long-term condition care as well as delivering the flu
vaccination programme, which is unprecedented in scale and uptake



Most practices have developed close working relationships with many of their HSC colleagues and
they hope to build on these as they jointly emerge from this pandemic.

Finally, Angus Practices and GPs would like to wish all of their patients & Health & Social Care colleagues a
well-deserved festive break.
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Finally, Angus Health & Social Care Partnership would like to wish you all a
very happy and safe Christmas and all the very best for 2021.

Please continue to stay safe and remember FACTS
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GET IN TOUCH
The aim of this newsletter is to provide you with an update on what's going on in health and
social care, share developments and bring you stories that show how it all fits together. We
welcome your feedback on anything covered in this issue.
Please share stories from your service areas with us – we’d love to hear from you. All
contributions are welcomed.
Our spring edition is due for publication in March 2021 and articles should be emailed to
tay.angushscp@nhs.scot no later than Friday 5 March.

Thank you!
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